TEAMS:
•Teams shall consist of a maximum of 10 players on the field and a minimum of 8 players with at least 4
women on the field at all times. If you don’t have enough women you must play short and will get an
automatic out when that position is reached in the batting order.
•All players can kick but no more than 2 MEN can kick in a row. Women can re-kick if necessary, after
the minimum of four women have kicked (or automatic outs have been received for missing women).
REGULATION GAMES:
•Games will last for 7 innings, with the game being official after 4 innings (3 ½ if the home team leads).
When game time has reached fifty minutes, one more full inning will be played (the game will be
shortened if necessary).
•Unlike baseball, there are no extra innings; the game can end in a tie. (If there is time remaining and
both coaches and the umpire agree to play extra innings, they may be played.)
•If a team leads by ten runs or more after 5 innings the game will be declared over.
•Runners must stay within the base line.
•Fielders must stay out of the base line unless they are attempting to tag the runner or catch the kicked
ball.
•Neither leading off base, nor stealing a base is allowed.
•The runner may leave base as soon as a fly ball is touched by a member of the fielding team.

BALL IN PLAY:
•Once a member of the fielding team has the ball in control and is inside the pitching box, the play is
over. Play will resume once the next pitch is thrown.
OTHER RULES:
•Foul language is not allowed. This is a judgment call by the umpires.
•Fighting is strictly prohibited
•Coaches are responsible for checking their game results every week.
•Coaches and Co-Coaches are the only people who are allowed to discuss rules/calls with the umpires.
•Coaches are responsible for controlling their team. We are adults…please act like it.

